Protein radial distribution function (P-RDF) and Bayesian-Regularized Genetic Neural Networks for modeling protein conformational stability: chymotrypsin inhibitor 2 mutants.
Development of novel computational approaches for modeling protein properties is a main goal in applied Proteomics. In this work, we reported the extension of the radial distribution function (RDF) scores formalism to proteins for encoding 3D structural information with modeling purposes. Protein-RDF (P-RDF) scores measure spherical distributions on protein 3D structure of 48 amino acids/residues properties selected from the AAindex data base. P-RDF scores were tested for building predictive models of the change of thermal unfolding Gibbs free energy change (DeltaDeltaG) of chymotrypsin inhibitor 2 upon mutations. In this sense, an ensemble of Bayesian-Regularized Genetic Neural Networks (BRGNNs) yielded an optimum nonlinear model for the conformational stability. The ensemble predictor described about 84% and 70% variance of the data in training and test sets, respectively.